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From the Editor
This edition concentrates on last week’s Amalgamation Parade at
Watsonia which celebrated the merging of 4 Combat Engineer Regiment and 22 Construction Regiment into 22 Engineer Regiment.
This was the last activity for the two Regiments this year. The formal
amalgamation date is technically 1 January 2014, but no one would
be around to parade then! As you can see by the various articles, it
has also been a “thank you” to all the people who have very successfully manned the various ARES Units in Victoria over the years!
— Well done!
On the second weekend in March there will be two events:
Friday 14th : A “Back to the Regiment” Reunion at Oakleigh for all
former Sappers in Victoria.
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Saturday 15th : The 22 Engineer Regiment Ball
See page 10 for the outline.
Note that the RSVP date is 14 February.
Also, the RAE Corps Committee and the Historical and Heritage Association are establishing a Committee to bring the Unit Histories
for 22 Const Regt and the Ringwood Units up to date. — see page 4.
Finally, as editor, I would like to say thanks to all who have helped
with Sapper Summit this year. It is the contributors who make it!

This edition is different.
Subscribers who receive a hard copy
version usually only get black and
white photos.
This time, the four centre pages are
in colour to mark the special event.

All the best for Christmas,
and may 2014 be all that you would wish.
Thanks

Austin Byrne

Printed by Kwik Kopy
6 Burwood Highway, Burwood

SAPPER SUMMIT
SAPPER SUMMIT SUPPORT

Sapper Summit is produced four times a year
By the RAE (Vic) Historical and Heritage
Association Inc. (Reg No. A0046126U.)

Can you help with news items, suggestions, and letters
to the editor, etc. Send them to:
Austin Byrne on Tel: (03) 9803 1061
email to: austbyrne@netspace.net.au

The President is Lt Col Colin Bowater (Rtd)
The Secretary is WO1 Jim Davis (Rtd)
The Editor is Maj Austin Byrne (Rtd)

Our target dates for articles for the 2014 issues are:
March issue
May issue
August issue
November issue

General Mail can be sent to:
The Editor, Sapper Summit,
RAE (Vic) Historical and Heritage Association Inc,
C/- Oakleigh Barracks,
1318 North Road,
OAKLEIGH SOUTH, VIC, 3167.

by 14 February
by 2 May
by 1 August
by 17 October

.
Note that articles or opinions of authors or contributors are their own and do not necessarily reflect the
position of the Association. The format and clarity of
the articles is the responsibility of the contributor.

Subscriptions should be mailed to:
The Subscriptions Secretary,
RAE (Vic) Historical and Heritage Association Inc,
C/- 16 / 85 Gordons Rd
SOUTH MORANG, VIC, 3752

Our success depends on contributions from You!

22 Engineer Regiment Amalgamation Parade
The Amalgamation of the two local Regiments is a result of the review of future Defence requirements,
particularly as we withdraw from Afghanistan. The following articles cover the Amalgamation, as well as paying tribute to the efforts of the people who manned the various ARES Units in Victoria.
At the Parade, the soldiers formed up as two divisions, representing the two current Regiments. LTCOL Potter, CO 22 Construction Regiment, took the Parade. The host and guest then arrived. After the inspection, there was
a change of Command ceremony. LTCOL Potter formally handed the parade sword over to LTCOL Pilbeam, the CO of
the amalgamating 22 Engineer Regiment. This was followed by a merge of the two Regiments. They faced inwards
towards each other and, on command, files from each Regiment marched across to the other Regiment and
“swapped” positions — demonstrating a merger. This was followed by a march past and the address by the Divisional Commander.
… The Editor
and evolution. I’m also privileged to be commanding
the Division during a period of unprecedented change
and opportunity as we set the conditions for the development of a contemporary Division and play our role in
the wider Army’s ongoing change, innovation and development.
In order for the Army to modernise and develop in line with the directed requirements of the Australian Government, a program of restructuring and
force modernisation is currently underway. Indeed, for
those who care to look back over the lineage of any of
the units in the 2nd Division, this has always been the
case, with restructuring and change being required on
innumerable occasions in order to respond to the circumstances of the day.
Throughout its history, the 2nd Division has
confirmed its ability to consistently deliver high quality
and reliable operational capability to the Australian
Army.

ADDRESS by COMD 2 DIVISION


Brigadier Mike Annett - Commander 4th Brigade,



Brigadier Peter Alkemade - Victorian President
Defence Reserve Association,



Distinguished Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen,

May I start by firstly congratulating all involved
in what has been an outstanding parade marking the
amalgamation of the 22nd Construction Regiment and
the 4th Combat Engineer Regiment.
I’d also like to extend a very special welcome
to those here today who are either current or exserving members of these two proud and historic Regiments, and to those who have contributed to the capability outputs of these fine units throughout their respective histories.
As Commander of the Army’s 2nd Division, I’m
honoured to be reviewing this parade which marks such
a significant occasion in the Australian Army’s history
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More recently, the Division’s success has been
demonstrated through multiple and often concurrent
deployments of individuals and large groups on operations: to the Solomon Islands, East Timor, Iraq, Afghanistan and indeed, every theatre - both domestic and
overseas - in which the Army has deployed force elements. Our recent success in all of these operations has
generated for the Division the opportunity to become a
key contributor to the Army’s Total Force.
For those of you who are not yet aware, the
Total Force construct describes a single, integrated
Army correctly structured, equipped and trained to
protect Australia’s national interests in a challenging,
complex and ambiguous operating environment. This
Total Force approach enables all elements of the Army
to contribute contemporary capabilities or provide
dedicated niche elements, and most importantly, is a
Total Force in which the 2nd Division provides credible
and relevant force elements across the entire spectrum
of conflict. Plan Beersheba, coupled with initiatives
from the Strategic Reform Program, provides the platform from which the 2nd Division will evolve to provide
these outputs.
For many here today, this idea would have
been unheard of a few years ago and it is only because
of our recent successes that we now have the opportunity to integrate more closely with our full-time counterparts and become an integral component of the
Army’s Total Force.
As a consequence of Plan Beersheba, there has been a
necessary review of all capabilities within the Division
and more broadly, across Army. These reviews identified a need to consolidate, simplify and standardise our
Engineer capabilities across the board to enable us to
achieve success in delivering sustainable outputs to
Army’s Total Force. The amalgamation of the 22nd Construction Regiment and the 4th Combat Engineer Regiment will not only enable the 4th Brigade to successfully deliver its directed capability outputs in a sustainable manner, it will also ensure that the 2nd Division
continues to lead the way in the provision of efficient,
effective and sustainable capability to Army.
The 22nd Construction Regiment traces its lineage back
to July 1950 as part of the Citizens Military Force,
where it drew specialist skills and resources from within
the civilian community and organisations to raise a military construction capability.
Since its inception, the Regiment has provided
regular support to the civil community during countless
natural disasters and has deployed its personnel abroad
to Papua New Guinea, South Vietnam, Bougainville,
East Timor, the Solomon Islands and Afghanistan.
Raised in July 1995, but with a combat engineer presence in Ringwood dating back to 1956, the 4th
Combat Engineer Regiment’s track record is equally as
impressive with large scale commitments to Defence
Aid to the Civil Community tasks and on numerous operations domestically and abroad. Key amongst these

activities has been the Regiment’s support to the Sydney Olympic Games and the Melbourne Commonwealth Games, and more recently, the mounting of
Transit Security Element 72 for deployment on Operation Resolute.
Importantly, the 22nd Construction Regiment
and the 4th Combat Engineer Regiment have a long and
successful history of conducting partnered training,
exercises and operations. Most notable are the respective Regiments’ pivotal roles in the Australian Defence
Force’s support to the Victorian Bushfires in 2003 and
2009, where their large scale support was critical to the
rapid recovery and re-establishment of the affected
communities. They have also each made significant
contributions to the Aboriginal Community Assistance
Programme since that programme’s inception in the
late 1990s.
For some, today will understandably be a day tinged
with sadness as a chapter in the history of two of the
2nd Division’s proud Regiments closes. But with this
closure comes a new beginning that recognises and
preserves the history and legacy of past service and
tradition.
With such proud service histories behind both
Regiments and the ongoing commitment of the soldiers
and officer’s within both units, I’ve no doubt that the
new 22nd Engineer Regiment will continue to deliver
the operational capability and high quality results we
have come to expect from our engineers. I’ve also every
confidence that it will further enhance the Army Reserve’s reputation within the broader Defence and civilian communities. Indeed, with the formation of the
new 22nd Engineer Regiment from January next year,
over 40 personnel from that new unit will deploy on
border protection operations early in 2014 in support of
Australia’s national security. I’d suggest that a new unit
of the 4th Brigade could not ask for a better start to its
new lineage.
Once again, my congratulations to all on parade here today for such an outstanding turn-out and
thank you for giving me the privilege to review such an
historic occasion.

… MAJGEN Steve Smith AM, CSC, RFD
*
*
*
CO 4CER —
22 ENGINEER REGIMENT
On Sunday the 1st of December 2013, I had the
privilege of commanding the parade that marked the
merger of the 4th Combat Engineer Regiment with the
22nd Construction Regiment and the formation of the
22nd Engineer Regiment. The parade represented a key
milestone event in a journey that has been in the planning for two years.
.
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PUS ATTACKS at P&EE Graytown. This exercise provided an excellent opportunity to conduct collective
combat engineer training in a field environment and to
confirm the training that had been conducted throughout the year. Soldiers participated in a number of activities including the construction of an aerial ropeway,
the construction of a blast protection structure and the
conduct of engineer search and route clearance tasks.
The best Section was awarded to the Section that was
commanded by CPL Tzanabetis, so congratulations to Tz
and his team.
Whilst on the topic of awards, the “Sapper of
the Year” for 2013 has been awarded to SPR Challman.
SPR Challman has had an exceptional year, he has consistently made himself available to participate in regimental activities and he has shown that he has a bright
future ahead of him. Well done!!!
At the 4CER ‘end of year BBQ’ that was held on
30 Nov we farewelled a long-time stalwart of the unit,
CPL Eric (Jock) Howatt. Jock retires from the Army Reserve this month after 35 years of loyal and dedicated
service to the corps. Whilst Jock will be sadly missed,
he’ll always be welcome at the regiment and we wish
him well in his retirement.
As 2013 draws to a close, the main effort is
being directed to the final preparations for the deployment of a Squadron sized element to Darwin in January
as part of OPERATION RESOLUTE / SOVEREIGN BORDERS. 4CER / 22ER is the Brigade’s mounting unit for
this operation and 22ER is contributing 37 of the 86
personnel that will comprise the contingent, including
all Squadron command appointments. This deployment will provide an outstanding opportunity for the
new regiment to show what it is capable of.
Finally I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all of my officers and soldiers for their outstanding efforts this year. The 2014 year is shaping up
to be a challenging one and it will no doubt present
many opportunities for the 22nd Engineer Regiment to
firmly establish itself.
I wish you all a merry Christmas and safe and
enjoyable festive season.

The two units rightly enjoy a hardwon reputation for engineering excellence and for having made a valuable and enduring contribution to Army
capability, whilst still maintaining very strong links with
the communities that they have served. The parade
was a befitting occasion to publicly recognise these
achievements and to celebrate a ‘new beginning’.
The parade was reviewed by the Commander
of the 2nd Division, MAJGEN Steve Smith AM, CSC, RFD,
and was hosted by the Commander of the 4 th Brigade
BRIG Michael Annett CSC, ADC. Both MAJGEN Smith
and BRIG Annett commented on how professionally the
parade was conducted and that the parade was in
keeping with the high reputation that Sappers have
earned in the 2nd Division, the 4th Brigade and the wider
Army.
Witnessing the parade was a very large crowd
of spectators, which included many past members of
both regiments and the families and friends of current
and former serving members. I sincerely thank them
for their attendance.
My personal thanks are also extended to the
officers and soldiers of both regiments on the professional conduct of the parade and the manner in which
they prepared themselves during the rehearsals. The
success of the parade is testament to the hard work of
everyone involved, most notably the 4CER RSM, WO1
Peter Stanek, who was ably supported by the 22CR
RSM, WO1 Steve Attleir.
The formation of the 22nd Engineer Regiment pays due
recognition to the history of the Victorian Sapper whilst
better positioning it to be able to generate the combat
engineer and construction capabilities that are now
demanded of it. In fact the opportunities for Sappers
in the 22nd Engineer Regiment to make a contribution
to Army capability will be greater than they ever have
been, so this very much represents a positive step for
the corps
The process of merging two regiments is a
complex and resource intensive exercise, particularly so
during a period of sustained operational tempo. The
teamwork that has been displayed these past two years
has been nothing short of outstanding and this would
not have been achievable without the ongoing support
of the CO of 22CR, LTCOL Darren Potter and his staff.
To current and former serving members of
both regiments, you should be rightly proud of the contribution you have made. It is because of your efforts
that we hold the reputation that Sappers have in Army
today. It is also timely for me to recognise the sacrifice that our families have made and still make to enable us to serve, as without their support and encouragement, the Sapper community would not be as
strong as it is.
In addition to the unit merger activities, the
pace of 4CER training exercises and the preparatory
work that is being undertaken for upcoming operations
has continued unabated. Over a nine day period in
October 4CER conducted its annual exercise, EX PLATY

Ubique
… Lieutenant Colonel Glen Pilbeam
Commanding Officer
22nd Engineer Regiment

UNIT HISTORIES
There is a 22 Construction Regiment unit history which
covered the period up to 2000. The last unit history for
the Ringwood Units was issued in the early 1970s.
A Committee / Working Group is being established to
bring things up to date, particularly as the old Unit
names are gone. — — — What can you contribute?
Contact: Colin Bowater on mob 0400 809 444.
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The Banner Party, prior to March-on
Sergeant Kit Turner, Lt Bradley Cree and Sergeant Peter Borzdovnski

Troops On Parade — At Attention
Far left, the 1st Division — 4 Combat Engineer Regiment.
On the right, the 2nd Division — 22 Construction Regiment.
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Parade Inspection
MAJGEN Steve Smith AM, CSC, RFD, right, accompanied by LTCOL Darren Potter , CSC

March Past — 1st Division Leading
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Sword of Command Hand-over
LTCOL Darren Potter, CSC, on the right, hands-over the Parade Sword to LT COL Glen Pilbeam.

The Merge
The file on the right has marched across the Parade Ground from the 1st Division and has replaced
the equivalent file in the 2nd Division which has crossed to the 1st Division.
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The Band
A combination of bandsmen from 2/10 MDM Regt, 4/19 PWLH and 5/6 RVR.

LTCOL Darren Potter, CSC, left and LTCOL Glen Pilbeam.
LTCOL Potter relinquishes command of 22 Construction Regiment on 31 December when the Unit ceases to exist.
LTCOL Pilbeam has been CO of 4 CER which becomes 22 Engineer Regiment on 1 January 2014.
As well as relinquishing command of 22 Construction Regiment, LTCOL Potter is relocating to Brisbane in his civilian
role with Consulting Engineers, Sinclair Knight Merz.
Thank you for your service and support, and good luck for the future!
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units from around Australia lifting our people to bigger
and better things.
39 Const Sqn, fresh from a Unit Establishment
Review, received renewed lead responsibilities for forestry operations of timber felling and milling which
further enhanced their skills and professionalism in
winning and milling significant timber members for the
series of high country trestle bridges in Northern Victoria. This is fast tracking that once significant rail trail to
restoration, for without our support might be lost to a
memory.
The Unit once again recognised their employers support for their part time careers at the Defence
Reserve Support Councils Employer Support Awards.
Similarly Unit members featured prominently in the
Prince of Wales Awards having their commitment to
service recognised.
Second to last, I would like to give thanks to
the tireless efforts of our cadre staff particularly these
last two years who have dealt with an increasing governance requirement, agreed vacancies, innumerable
deployments, support activities and other unforseen
challenges but have somehow still managed to lift the
bar and provide our reserve members every opportunity to serve and make a demonstrable commitment to
Army.
As Commanding Officer of this Regiment for
the past three years I will take away with me the great
sense of loyalty and ownership of the Regiments’ reputation, traditions and history by its members. I am reminded that my time was short and I was but a custodian for a short while. This Regiments’ membership will
no doubt preserve its heritage and history with dignity
and honour and will continue to serve our community
and our Army in their part time way through the new
22nd Engineer Regiment.

22nd Construction Regiment
As our Regiment closes its 2013 chapter we
also close our Regimental story after a proud, purposeful and honourable 63 years; from the moment the Institution of Engineers, Australia at the instigation of
MAJGEN Clive Steele, DSO, MC, approached the Minister of Defence in 1947 with a proposal to form a Permanent Corps of Engineers, who in peace time would undertake Public Works similar to the system in the
United States of America.
Sadly 63 years on, and with the privatisation of
many of those public institutions that sponsored our
beginnings such as the Country Roads Board, State Rivers and Water Supply Commission, Melbourne and
Metropolitan Board of Works and the State Electricity
Commission, our time has come to reorganise and reenergise ourselves into a modern Engineer Force aligned
with sister Regular Army Engineer Regiments and Brigades for a new contribution to community, Army and
country.
At years end 2013 was a good year, albeit for
one very sad exception. The loss of LCPL Duncan Orr
while representing our Army on Exercise Tasman Exchange in New Zealand in February rocked our very
foundation of a “citizen force”. Duncan was a much
loved member of our Regiment over many years and his
native Gippsland community. He was a future leader
and is very much missed. This Christmas our thoughts
will be with his wife Anna, his Mum and Dad, brothers
and their families.
This year the Regiment welcomed back it’s
complete Works Section that in 2012 had been deployed in its various parts to Afghanistan, East Timor,
Nauru and on AACAP. The experiences and competencies of this group are arguably comparable to any other
design and project management agency in Defence.
Firm on the ground the team has secured a pipeline of
work, completed designs and project execution plans
for a range of internal and external stakeholders such
as Directorate of Training Area Management, Defence
Support and Reform Group, and High Country Rail Trail.
An exciting program waits in 2014.
Our Construction Squadrons distinguished themselves
with significant horizontal and vertical projects that
delivered enhanced capabilities for Army and the wider
Department of Defence. Active recruitment of tradesmen has been the best in many years thanks to the
drive of the unit RSM bringing real skills and competencies into the unit enhancing our capability outcomes.
Often through the course of the year the Unit was supplemented with the assistance of other engineer

… LTCOL Darren Potter, CSC
Commanding Officer
22nd Construction Regiment

*
*
*
22 Construction Regiment’s
Sapper of the Year.
Further to LTCOL Potter’s report above, we
subsequently received an email saying that on Saturday, 30 November, the combined Troop Commanders
and SNCO's of the unit voted for the Sapper of the Year.
Sapper Samantha Colquhon is the
Unit’s Sapper of the Year.
Sam will receive an award of a gift to be purchased to the value of $200.
Congratulations Sam!
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The Commanding Officer of the 22nd Engineer Regiment
Lieutenant Colonel Glen Pilbeam
requests the pleasure of the company of

Past members of 22nd Construction Regiment,
4th Combat Engineer Regiment,
and past and present Sappers of the Southern Region
at the
22nd Engineer Regiment Merger Celebrations
to be held at Oakleigh Barracks
on the weekend of 14-15 March 2014
To commemorate the merger of 22 CR and 4 CER and to recognise the history of both
Regiments; including forbearer units and associations within the Southern Region.

Friday 14th March 2014 – “Back to the Regiment”
WHO: ALL PAST MEMBERS OF 22CR, 4CER, FORBEARER UNITS AND ASSOCIATIONS
AND SAPPERS IN SOUTHERN REGION
TIME: 1700h to 2200h

WHERE: OAKLEIGH BARRACKS MESSES

COST: $10 PER HEAD (INCLUDES DINNER)

DRESS: NEAT CIVILIAN ATTIRE

Past members are permitted to remain in the Barracks overnight.
The evening will be hosted by the RAE (Vic) Historical and Heritage Association Inc

Saturday 15th March 2014 – 22ER Regimental Ball
WHO: ALL PAST AND PRESENT MEMBERS AND PARTNERS OF 22CR, 4CER,
FORBEARER UNITS AND ASSOCIATIONS AND SAPPERS IN SOUTHERN REGION
TIME: 1900h to 2330h
COST: $40 PER HEAD

WHERE: OAKLEIGH BARRACKS
DRESS: SUIT AND TIE, LADIES AFTER FIVE

This evening will include historical displays for 22CR and 4CER and displays of current
RAE capabilities, prior to a cocktail function with entertainment provided

RSVP NLT 14th February 2014 with full payment
Cash or cheques to POCs (see below). Cheques made payable to Oakleigh Barracks
Combined Mess or via Direct Credit to BSB: 063-209 Account: 1018 9028
LT Bradley Cree, Adjutant 22ER
M: 0459 816 631; Fax: 03 9879 7520
E: bradley.cree@defence.gov.au

Jim Davis, Secretary RAE (Vic) Historical &
Heritage Association.
M: 0413 479 157
E: jdavis01@bigpond.net.au

Please forward payment details and names of guests to POCs by RSVP date
See also page 11
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Reports

22 Const Regiment Ex-Members
— Reunion —
25 to 27 October 2013

EXCURSION —26 OCTOBER 203
to
22 CONTRUCTION REGIMENT EXERCISE

The reunion went off very well. Except that I had a fall
at home just before leaving and ending up on crutches
for the weekend -- but I must say it was a great weekend.
The meals were fantastic -- the Shepparton RSL did a
very good job of the dinner on Saturday night.
The bus trip was interesting and we certainly had the
opportunity of seeing things that we never realized
were there around Shepparton. Some of the local's didn’t even know some of it existed.
Next year will be in Nagambie, with accommodation at the Nagambie Caravan Park, the one on the
river's edge and the lake with cabins and sites booked
for those who want to bring their own vans. Shane has
already started the planning.
Bookings and deposits should be made NOW, as we
need to book the cabins and sites asap after Christmas:
— A cabin for two nights: $200 deposit per booking.
— A site with ensuite: $100 deposit per booking.
— For Saturday night only: half that amount.

Retired members were invited to visit the
works of the 22 Construction Regiment 9-day training
block at Puckapunyal. The date conflicted with the 22
Const Regt Ex-members reunion and only nine people
could attend. We were picked up at the main gate at
Pucka and taken to the Engineer compound and, a
short time later, two Bushmasters arrived to take us to
the Grenade Range to see the gabion basket blast wall
that had been built.
We then returned to the compound for a look
at the new ablutions block, and a BBQ lunch with the
diggers. On the way back to the main gate we saw the
rebuilt stop butt on the Classification Range. This was
followed by a visit to the last job site which was a footbridge made from six Bailey panels put up behind some
new accommodation blocks near the married quarters.
— It was good to catch up with some old mates again.
…Tony Jackson

Deposits straight into the reunion account please:
— Bendigo Bank BSB 633-000
— Account Number 139959316
— Account Name: 22nd Const Reunion Group

WOODPECKERS RAE ASSOCIATION
WARNING ORDER — APRIL REUNION
“This is an opportunity to bring the Woody family

Get in early, don't leave it too long . Also, let me know.
Cheers
… Jen
(mob 0427 196 038)

together and to catch up with old mates.”
It will be a three day reunion weekend in Dimboola at
the Girl Guides Camp over the period 11 – 13 April,
2014 — for Woodies and family members.

Some short messages:

Any queries to be directed through Rob Youl,
(robmyoul@gmail.com).
Mob 0407 362 940.
The earlier you book, the better!



Reserve Forces Day March: Sunday 6 July



The SME SGTS Mess has a Back to SME
Reunion organised for 3/5 October 2014
Contact the Editor if you want the 3 page registration form .. See page 2 for contact details



History of 1 FD SQN Gp, RAE,
South Vietnam, 1965 –1972

From Jim Davis,
Secretary RAE (Vic) Historical & Heritage Assn:
Note the RSVP dates.







All Sappers & former sappers are invited.
No late nominations can be accepted, or repayments if you cancel.
It’s your opportunity to say goodbye to the Regiments.
Accommodation for former members is available at
the Barracks, but provide your own bedding — you
will need to ‘brunch’ in local Cafes.
And please notify Jim if you intend coming — the
information is needed for planning.

— for copies, contact Paddy Martin
on (02) 6254 1940


Reminder: Gallipoli Tour, June 2015
(see last issue for details)
Options: either 9 to 22 June, or 11 to 21 June.
For further information please contact:
WO1 Graham Toll at RAE.HOC@defence.gov.au
or 02 8782 3582

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
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